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Training large-scale deep neural networks (DNNs) currently requires a signifi-
cant amount of energy, leading to serious environmental impacts. One promising
approach to reduce the energy costs is representing DNNs with low-precision num-
bers. While it is common to train DNNs with forward and backward propagation in
low-precision, training directly over low-precision weights, without keeping a copy
of weights in high-precision, still remains to be an unsolved problem. This is due
to complex interactions between learning algorithms and low-precision number
systems. To address this, we jointly design a low-precision training framework
involving a logarithmic number system (LNS) and a multiplicative weight update
training method, termed LNS-Madam. LNS has a high dynamic range even in a
low-bitwidth setting, leading to high energy efficiency and making it relevant for
on-board training in energy-constrained edge devices. We design LNS to have the
flexibility of choosing different bases for weights and gradients, as they usually
require different quantization gaps and dynamic ranges during training. By drawing
the connection between LNS and multiplicative update, LNS-Madam ensures low
quantization error during weight update, leading to a stable convergence even if
the bitwidth is limited. Compared to using a fixed-point or floating-point number
system and training with popular learning algorithms such as SGD and Adam, our
joint design with LNS and LNS-Madam optimizer achieves better accuracy while
requiring smaller bitwidth. Notably, with only 5-bit for gradients, the proposed
training framework achieves accuracy comparable to full-precision state-of-the-art
models such as ResNet-50 and BERT. To verify the efficiency of our framework,
we also conduct energy estimations by analyzing the math datapath units during
training. We calculate that our design achieves over 60x energy reduction compared
to FP32 on BERT models. For full training of ResNet-50 on ImageNet, our design
reduces the carbon emissions by 98% around.
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Figure 1: Left: an illustration for updating weights using Gradient Descent (GD) and Madam under logarithmic
representation. Each coordinate represents a number stored in LNS. Assume the weights at two circles receive
the same gradient. The updates generated from GD are disregarded as the weights move larger, whereas the
updates generated by Madam are adjusted with the weights. Right: energy costs over a range of GPT models
from 1 billion to 1 trillion parameters. The models are scaled by a throughput efficient method proposed by
Narayanan et al. [11]. The energy calculation method is introduced in Section 5.3.
1 Introduction
Deep neural networks (DNNs) have been widely used in many applications, including image classifi-
cation and language processing. However, training and deploying DNNs usually require significant
computational costs and energy usage, emitting a tremendous amount of carbon dioxide (CO2) and
severely impacting our environment [1]. To save energy, previous studies have tried to represent
DNNs with low-precision numbers. Traditionally, numbers in neural networks are represented using
floating-point (32-bit) numbers, which leads to large arithmetic and memory footprint and hence,
large energy consumption. However, recent studies suggest that the high-precision number format is
redundant, and the models can be quantized in low-precision with little loss in accuracy [2, 3]. Low-
precision numbers only require low-bitwidth computational units, leading to better computational
efficiency and less memory requirement.
LNS-based Low-Precision Training. With the advent of large-scale networks, training and fine-
tuning increasingly become energy expensive, which brings the need for training in low-precision.
Low-precision training is built upon the techniques for low-precision inference. One of the most
popular inference quantization methods is quantization-aware training (QAT), which directly trains
the quantized model using straight-through estimators (STE) [4]. However, QAT does not accelerate
the training phase since the gradients are still in full-precision. To speed up the training phase, several
studies focus on low-precision training where gradients are also quantized during QAT [3, 5]. In
this case, both forward and backward propagation can be implemented efficiently on low-bitwidth
computational units like NVIDIA Tensor Cores [6].
While the above low-precision training methods generally reduce computational costs, the energy
efficiency can be further improved by choosing a logarithmic number system (LNS) as the backend
of low-precision training. LNS achieves higher computational efficiency by transforming expensive
multiplication operations in linear space to inexpensive additions in logarithmic space. Previous
works also demonstrate that logarithmic representations are suitable for representing the dynamics of
training for DNNs [7]. This is because a logarithmic representation attains a wide dynamic range and
has a non-uniform distribution. This is also in line with the weight distribution of neural networks
and anatomical findings of biological synapses [8, 9].
Although previous works demonstrate that it is feasible to train networks in low-precision using LNS,
larger datasets and state-of-the-art models using LNS have not yet shown good results [7, 10]. One
of the reasons is the inflexibility of log-base settings in LNS. Standard LNS used in previous works
fixes log-base to be exactly two. However, a smaller and more flexible log-base setting is needed
as the weights and gradients usually require different quantization gaps during training. Although
this flexibility better approximates the dynamics of training and thus leads to better accuracy, it also
introduces additional hardware overhead because the conversion operation between logarithmic and
linear formats requires a larger size look-up table (LUT) implemented as Read Only Memory (ROM).
This motivates us to design a LNS that leverages log-base flexibility while retaining log-to-linear
conversion efficiency.
Training with Low-Precision Weight Update. While low-precision training significantly reduces
the computational costs, its overall efficiency is hampered by the high-precision requirement for
weight update process. Conventional low-precision training methods require high-precision weight
gradients and weights to maintain optimization stability. In fact, most recent studies even use a full-
precision (FP32) copy of weights [7, 10]. However, training with hybrid numerical formats induces
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additional costs, and expensive FP32 arithmetic is not available especially in cheap energy-constrained
edge devices.
This high-precision requirement for weight update is due to complex interactions between learning al-
gorithms and number systems, which is usually ignored in previous studies. However, this interaction
plays an important role especially in low-precision training based on LNS. For example, as illustrated
in Figure 1, updates generated by stochastic gradient descent (SGD) are disregarded more frequently
by LNS when the weights become larger. This suggests that conventional learning algorithms may
not be suitable for LNS. On the other hand, due to lack of this understanding, previous LNS studies
simply apply SGD by default and thus require high-precision weights to avoid numerical instabilities
[7, 12].
To directly update the weights in low-precision, we employ a learning algorithm tailored to LNS.
Recently, Bernstein et al. [13] proposes a learning algorithm Madam that can train the network over a
discrete logarithmic weight space. Specifically, Madam updates the weights in a multiplicative way,
which is similar to updating the weights additively in logarithmic space. We also illustrate the update
mechanism of Madam in Figure 1. Although previous works on Madam consider its connections
to logarithmic representation, they still employ a full-precision training without considering low-
precision LNS. This brings us to design a learning algorithm that is based on Madam and is also
tailored to LNS for low-precision training.
Our contributions are summarized as follows:
1. We propose a low-precision training framework that considers forward propagation, backward
propagation, and weight update process all in LNS. We also use a multiplicative weight update
algorithm LNS-Madam for optimizing weights directly in their logarithmic representation.
2. We design a multi-base LNS where the log-base can be powers of two. Multi-base LNS provides
additional flexibility of choosing different bases for weights and gradients, as they require different
quantization gaps and dynamic ranges during training. In addition, we propose an approximation
for addition arithmetic in LNS to further improve its energy efficiency.
3. With only 5-bit for backward propagation, multi-base LNS achieves accuracy comparable to
full-precision state-of-the-art models such as ResNet-50 and BERT. This is the first time that such
large-scale language models are trained in low-precision under LNS.
4. We propose a new optimizer LNS-Madam to optimize weights directly in their logarithmic
representation without any conversion. Given both theoretical analyses and empirical evaluations,
we verify that LNS-Madam achieves significantly lower quantization error compared to SGD or
Adam.
5. Empirical results also validate that LNS-Madam always maintains high accuracy even when
the precision of weight update is severely limited. For BERT model on SQuAD and GLUE
benchmarks, LNS-Madam is 20% better than Adam with respect to F-1 score, when the weight
update is in 10-bit.
6. We present an energy efficiency analysis for multi-base LNS on various neural networks. By
calculating the energy consumed by math datapath units in forward and backward propagation, the
analysis shows that LNS achieves 60x energy reduction compared to 32-bit floating-point (FP32)
on BERT models. Notably, for a full training of ResNet-50 on ImageNet, our design reduces the
total carbon emissions by 98% around.
For the following, we first introduce how to apply multi-base LNS to a standard quantized training
where the weight update process is in full-precision. Then we include quantized weight update into
our consideration and propose LNS-Madam optimizer.
2 Multi-Base Logarithmic Number System
In this section, we introduce our multi-base logarithmic number system (LNS), including the corre-
sponding number representation and arithmetic operations.
We start with our mathematical formulation through this paper. We assume the DNN F (·,W ) is
composed of L layers with learnable weights W and activations X across the layers. L(W ) denotes
the training loss. The forward propagation is defined as:Xl = fl(Xl−1,Wl), where ∀l ∈ [1, L]
is any layer. ∇Xl = ∂L(W )∂Xl and ∇Wl =
∂L(W )
∂Wl
denote gradients with respect to activations and
weights, respectively. For number system, we define B as the bitwidth, x as any number, and xq as its
quantized format.
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Multi-base Logarithmic Representation. Unlike traditional works that use exact two as the base
of logarithmic representation, we propose a multi-base logarithmic representation that allows the
base to be two with a fractional exponent, such that:
x = sign×2x̃/γ x̃ = 0, 1, 2, ..., 2B−1 − 1,
where x̃ is an integer, and we term γ as a base factor. We restrict γ be powers of two to achieve better
efficiency in hardware. γ controls the quantization gap, which is the distance between successive
representable values within the number system. Previous works have already demonstrated that
logarithmic quantized neural networks achieve better performance when relaxing γ from 1 to 2 [7].
However, a smaller and more flexible log-base setting is needed as the weights and gradients usually
require different quantization gaps during training. Therefore we generalize this setting by providing
the flexibility of controlling the quantization gap in order to approximate the training dynamics more
accurately.
Arithmetic Operations. One of the benefits for using LNS stems from the low computational cost
of its arithmetic operations. We use dot product operations as an example since they are prevalent
during training. Consider two vectors a ∈ Rn and b ∈ Rn are represented by their integer exponents











where signi = sign(ai)⊕ sign(bi). In this dot product operation, each element-wise multiplication
is computed as an addition between integer exponents, which significantly reduces the computational
cost by requiring adders instead of multipliers. However, the accumulation is difficult to be computed
efficiently as it requires first converting from logarithmic to linear format and then performing the
addition operation. The conversion between these formats is expensive as it requires computing 2p̃i/γ
using polynomial expansion.
Conversion Approximation. To address the cost of the conversion, we propose an efficient hybrid
approximation method. Our method is based on Mitchell approximation [14]: 2x̃/2
b ≈ (1 + x̃/2b),
where the logarithmic format can be efficiently approximated to the linear format. In order to reduce
the approximation error, rather than directly using Mitchell approximation, we design a hybrid way
that leverages both Mitchell approximation and exact conversion. In addition, since the approximation
serves as an additional non-linear operation in neural networks, we find the approximated training
does not damage accuracy in practice. We present a detailed description of our approximation in the
appendix.
3 Quantized Training by Multi-Base LNS
In this section, we introduce how to apply multi-base LNS to quantized training, as illustrated in
Figure 2.
Logarithmic Quantization. To realize reduced precision for values and arithmetic during training,
we define a logarithmic quantization function Qlog : R→ R, which quantizes a real number into a
sign and an integer exponent using a limited number of bits. Qlog is defined as follows:
Qlog(x) = sign(x)× s× 2(x̃/γ), (2)
where x̃ = clamp( round( log2(|x|/s)× γ), 0, 2B−1 − 1), and s ∈ R denotes a scale factor. Qlog
first brings scaled numbers |x|/s into their logarithmic space, magnifies them by the base factor γ
and then performs rounding and clamping functions to convert them into desired integer exponents x̃.
Quantization for Forward Propagation. We apply quantization-aware training (QAT) for quan-
tizing weights and activations during forward propagation. Each quantizer is associated with a STE
to allow the gradients to directly flow through the non-differentiable quantizer during backward pass
[4]. Because QAT views each quantization function as an additional non-linear operation in the
networks, the deterministic quantization error introduced by any quantizer in the forward pass is
implicitly reduced through training. We define weight quantization function as QW and activation
quantization function as QA for each layer during forward propagation, where W
q




















































































Figure 2: Left: illustration of our end-to-end low-precision training framework. Quantized training includes
quantizing weights W and activations X in forward propagation, and weight gradients ∇W and activation
gradients ∇X in backward propagation. gX and gW denote the functions to compute gradients. Quantized
weight update applies a quantization function QU over weights after any learning algorithm U updates them.
The quantized weights WU are the actual numbers stored in the system. Right: quantization error from different
learning algorithms on ImageNet. The errors are averaged over all iterations in the first epoch. The results
suggest that multiplicative algorithms introduce significantly lower errors compared to the gradient descent,
which are also in line with our theoretical results in Section 4.
Quantization for Backward Propagation. In order to accelerate training in addition to inference,
gradients also need to be quantized into low-precision numbers. As shown by recent studies, the
distribution of gradients resembles a Gaussian or Log-Normal distribution [15, 16]. This suggests that
logarithmic representation may be more suitable than fixed-point or floating-point representations
when quantizing gradients. We quantize the activation gradients using quantization function QE:




QG (∇Wl). Because the activation gradients are involved in the most of the backward computations,
the bitwidth of QE significantly affects the computational costs in backward propagation. Therefore,
in this work we focus on reducing the bitwidth requirement of activation gradients.
4 Logarithmic Quantized Weight Update and LNS-Madam
Although logarithmic quantized training significantly improves training efficiency, its overall effi-
ciency is hampered by the high-precision requirement of weights during weight update. Previous
works generally assume the weights are updated over a full-precision weight space, in other words, a
full-precision copy of weights is maintained [7, 12]. However, this offsets the efficiency improvement
achieved by quantized training, and expensive FP32 arithmetic is not available especially in cheap
energy-constrained edge devices.
Therefore, in this work, we consider quantized weight update, where the weights are updated over
a discrete logarithmic space instead of a full-precision one. We note that quantized weight update
is orthogonal to quantized training due to different objectives. Quantized training tries to maintain
the fidelity of weight gradients, which aims to provide accurate gradients for the weight update. On
the other hand, quantized weight update aims to reduce gaps between updated weights and their
quantized counterparts.
Quantized Weight Update. To better understand this problem, we first define a generalized form
of a weight update as: Wt+1 = U (Wt,∇Wt) , where U represents any learning algorithm. For
example, gradient descent (GD) algorithm takes UGD =W − η∇W , where η is learning rate.
Because the weights need to be represented in a quantized format, it is necessary to consider the
effect of logarithmic quantization during weight update. We define logarithmic quantized weight
update as follows:
WUt+1 = Qlog (U (Wt,∇Wt)) . (3)
In this case, WUt+1 can be directly stored in a logarithmic format without using FP32. For simplicity,
we assume weight gradients ∇W are exact as quantized training is orthogonal to this problem.
Switching to the approximated gradient estimates will not affect our theoretical results.
Quantization Error. Because of the logarithmic quantization, quantized weight update inevitably
introduces a mismatch between the quantized weights and their full-precision counterparts. To
preserve the reliability of the optimization, we aim to reduce the quantization error (i.e., the mismatch)
to a lower level. For the following, we take a theoretical point of view to discuss how different
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learning algorithms affect the quantization error under LNS. Detailed assumptions and proofs can be
found in the appendix.
Due to the logarithmic structure, we focus on minimizing a quantizaion error rt =
‖log2 |WUt+1| − log2 |Wt+1|‖2, which measures the L2 norm of the difference between the weights
and their quantized counterparts in logarithmic space. Because rt quantify a relative difference
between |WUt+1| and |Wt+1|, minimizing rt is equivalent to minimizing relative quantization error
‖(Wt+1 −WUt+1)/Wt+1‖2.
We assume a simplified logarithmic quantization where the scale factor and the clamping function
are ignored. This ensures our focus is on the effect of the quantization gap determined by γ instead
of the dynamic range. We also replace the deterministic rounding with a stochastic counterpart SR
where ESR(x) = x for any real number. Although SR helps us establish the theoretical results, in
practice SR requires random generators that induce additional costs, and thus are not suitable for
energy-efficient training.
Given everything we need, we use gradient descent as an example to discuss why traditional learning
algorithms are not suited for LNS-based quantized weight update. The theorem is stated as follows:
Theorem 1. The quantization error rt,GD introduced by logarithmic quantized gradient descent at





‖log2 (|Wt| − η1∇Wt)‖, (4)
where d is the dimension of W and η1 is the learning rate of UGD.
Theorem 1 suggests that rt,GD is magnified when the magnitudes of weights become larger. This
is because the updates η1∇Wt generated by GD are not proportional to the magnitudes of weights.
η1∇Wt can be orders of magnitude smaller than the quantization gaps as weights become larger, and
thus these updates often are disregarded by quantization function Qlog. We intuitively illustrate this
problem in Figure 1.
To ensure the updates are proportional to the weights, a direct way is to update the weights multi-
plicatively. Because the weights are represented in LNS, we further consider a special multiplicative
learning algorithm tailored to LNS, which updates the weights directly over their logarithmic space:
UMUL = sign(W ) 2W̃−η∇Wsign(W )
where W̃ = log2 |W | are the exponents of the magnitude of weights, and  denotes element-wise
multiplication. UMUL makes sure the magnitude of each element k of the weights increases when
the sign sign(Wk) and ∇Wk agree and decreases otherwise. The quantization error wrt. UMUL is
stated as follows:
Theorem 2. The quantization error rt,MUL introduced by logarithmic quantized multiplicative






where d is the dimension of W and η2 is the learning rate of UMUL.
Theorem 2 indicates that rt,MUL does not depend on the magnitudes of weights, and thus the
quantization error is not magnified when the weights become larger. This is also illustrated at Figure
1.
Interestingly, we find that the quantization error rt,MUL can be further reduced by regularizing the
information of gradients for the learning algorithm UMUL:
Lemma 1. Assume the multiplicative learning algorithm UMUL only receives the sign information






The result in Lemma 1 suggests that rt,MUL can be independent of both weights and gradients when
only taking sign information of gradients during weight update. We denote this special learning
algorithm as UsignMUL. UsignMUL is a multiplicative version of signSGD, which has been studied
widely [16, 17].
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To verify our theoretical results, we empirically measure the quantization errors for the three afore-
mentioned learning algorithms over a range of η and γ. As shown in Figure 2, the empirical findings
are in line with our theoretical results. Although all learning algorithms introduce less errors when η
and γ become smaller, the multiplicative algorithms introduce significantly lower errors compared to
the gradient descent.
Because UsignMUL further reduces the error by regularizing the information of gradients, this
motivates us to design a learning algorithm based on the rules of UsignMUL. However, UsignMUL
still fails to minimize the loss without showing it updates the weights in a descent direction. This
brings us the need to discuss UsignMUL under an optimization point of view. Interestingly, because
signSGD is a special case of Adam optimizer, we notice that UsignMUL is also a special case of a
recently proposed optimizer Madam, which is a multiplicative version of Adam [13].
Algorithm 1 LNS-Madam
Require: Base-2 weight exponents
W̃ , where W̃ = log2(W ), learning
rate η, momentum β
Initialize g2 ← 0
repeat
g ← StochasticGradient()
g2 ← (1− β)g2 + βg2
g∗ ← g/√g2
W̃ ← W̃ − η g∗  sign(W )
until converged
Madam updates the weights multiplicatively using normal-
ized gradients:






where g represents the gradient vector∇W , and g∗ denote
a normalized gradient, which is the fraction between g
and the square root of its second moment estimate
√
g2.
Bernstein et al. [13] demonstrates that Madam achieves
state-of-the-art accuracy over multiple tasks with a rela-
tively fixed learning rate η. They also theoretically prove
the descent property of Madam that ensures its conver-
gence. Although Bernstein et al. [13] further shows the
possibility of applying Madam over a discrete logarithmic
weight space, they still employ a full-precision training
without considering low-precision LNS.
By considering both UsignMUL and UMadam, we propose a new optimizer LNS-Madam that ensures
fast convergence while introducing small quantization error. LNS-Madam directly optimizes the
weights over their base-2 logarithmic space using the gradient normalization technique described in
Equation 7. Details of LNS-Madam are shown in Algorithm 1.
Because LNS-Madam directly updates base-2 exponents of weights in LNS, there is no need for
linear-to-log conversion when the weights are in LNS, which further reduces the energy cost during
weight update.
5 Experiments
In this section, we empirically evaluate multi-base LNS and LNS-Madam on large-scale datasets and
state-of-the-art models. In the end, we present an energy analysis to show the efficiency of multi-base
LNS.
We design an end-to-end quantization training system to simulate both quantized training and
quantized weight update. We benchmark our framework on various tasks including ResNet models on
CIFAR-10 and ImageNet, and BERT-base and BERT-large language models on SQuAD and GLUE.
Detailed descriptions of the system design, datasets, and models can be found in the appendix.
For the following, we first evaluate multi-base LNS under a standard quantized training setting, and
then we include quantized weight update into our evaluation to demonstrate the effectiveness of the
LNS-Madam optimizer.
5.1 Benchmarking Quantized Training by Multi-Base LNS
Bitwidth and Base Factor Selection. As the energy costs of training are usually dominated by
backward propagation, in this work we put our focus on minimizing the bitwidth requirement of
gradients. We fix weights and activations in 8-bit as a standard practice [3]. Although we note that
LNS could train networks with a bitwidth setting lower than 8-bit, we want to rule out their effects in
order to focus on the backward propagation. We also maintain weight gradients in 8-bit, which is
lower than 16-bit or 32-bit settings used in other studies [10, 7].
To find an appropriate combination of bitwidth B and base factor γ, we design an efficient searching
strategy that first finds a desired dynamic range and then tests different γ to find a minimal required
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Table 1: Benchmarking multi-base LNS on various datasets and models. We compare multi-base LNS with
INT and FP32 baselines. A unified bitwidth setting is used across tasks: 5-bit for activation gradients QE, and
8-bit for weights QW, activations QA and weight gradients QG. Each task uses a uniform number of training
epochs. Energy reduction compares both the absolute and relative training costs between LNS and FP32 (the
higher the better).
Dataset Task Multi-Base LNS INT Full-Precision Energy Reduction
CIFAR-10 ResNet-18 93.37%± 0.17 93.28%± 0.15 93.51%± 0.23 2.7e−3 KWh (98.4%)
ImageNet ResNet-50 75.89%± 0.05 73.82%± 0.06 76.38%± 0.05 5.7e−1 KWh (98.4%)
SQuAD BERT-base 87.90%± 0.21 23.7%± 0.49 88.36%± 0.19 6.8e−3 KWh (98.3%)
SQuAD BERT-large 90.34%± 0.17 16.1%± 0.62 90.80%± 0.22 2.4e−2 KWh (98.3%)
GLUE BERT-base 88.07%± 0.45 81.03%± 0.32 88.92%± 0.39 4.2e−4 KWh (98.3%)
GLUE BERT-large 89.15%± 0.41 87.87%± 0.36 89.35%± 0.44 1.5e−3 KWh (98.3%)







































































Figure 3: Comparing LNS-Madam with SGD and Adam optimizers under multi-base LNS with logarithmic
quantized weight update. The bitwidth of the weights during the update QU is varied from 16-bit to 10-bit.
quantization gap. After applying the searching strategy across a wide range of tasks, we identify the
best setting where 5-bit with γ = 1 is applied for activation gradients and 8-bit with γ = 8 is applied
for the rest of operands. A detailed selection strategy and results are discussed in the appendix.
Scaling Techniques. Scale techniques play an essential role in accommodating the dynamic range
of the values, and therefore significantly impact quantization error and network accuracy. Although
studying the scaling techniques is orthogonal to the focus of our work, sophisticated scaling techniques
are necessary for training with ultra-low bitwidth settings. In this work, we adopt an effective per-
vector scaling technique recently proposed by Dai et al., which allocates multiple scale factors within
a single dimension of a tensor. As we apply the per-vector scaling for every low-precision experiment,
this technique should not bias our comparison. Although we find LNS with a simple per-layer scaling
achieves almost no loss accuracy on ImageNet even in 4-bit, we observe a large degradation when
applying the same setting on BERT fine-tuning tasks. Additional experiments studying the effects of
different scaling techniques can be found in the appendix.
Comparisons. Given the bitwidth setting and per-vector scaling mentioned earlier, we first bench-
mark multi-base LNS under a quantized training setting with full-precision weight update. As shown
in Table 1, multi-base LNS consistently outperforms fixed-point number system (INT) and achieves
accuracy comparable to the FP32 counterpart. In addition, compared to FP32, multi-base LNS
achieves large energy reductions across tasks. As INT usually requires bitwidth larger than 5-bit
to represent the gradients, we observe large performance gaps between LNS and INT on SQuAD
benchmarks.
We also compare multi-base LNS with related works in the field. Recently, Chen et al. [5] proposes
block householder quantizer (BHQ) that establishes new state-of-the-art results for training ResNet-50
on ImageNet with low-precision gradients.BHQ is built upon fixed-point representation and aims to
reduce the variance of gradients. We compare multi-base LNS with BHQ over a range of bitwidth
settings of activation gradients. As shown in table 3, LNS matches the results of BHQ and even yields
better accuracy at 5-bit and 7-bit. Furthermore, since BHQ requires a fixed-point number system,
multi-base LNS naturally has better energy efficiency compared to it.
5.2 Benchmarking Quantized Weight Update by LNS-Madam
After showing strong performance for low-precision multi-base LNS under quantized training, we
further include the quantized weight update into consideration to benchmark LNS-Madam optimizer.
We compare LNS-Madam with popular optimizers SGD and AdamW under a multi-base LNS, which
is configured with the same bitwidth setting as before.
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We empirically search the best learning rate η for LNS-Madam from 2−4 to 2−10, and we find
η = 2−7 works uniformly well across tasks. This is in line with the robustness of the learning rate for
Madam as discussed in Bernstein et al. [13]. We also use well-tuned learning rate settings for SGD
and AdamW, as provided by default.
Table 2: Energy efficiency for different mod-
els and numeric formats. The energy costs
per-iteration (mJ) are shown below.
Model LNS INT8 FP16 FP32
ResNet-18 0.15 0.23 3.34 9.43
ResNet-50 0.28 0.42 6.15 17.35
BERT-Base 2.33 3.43 49.82 140.55
BERT-Large 8.12 11.98 173.73 490.14
Table 3: Compare LNS and BHQ over a
range of activation gradients bitwidth BE on
ImageNet. The results of test accuracy (%)
are shown below.
LNS INT BHQ
8-bit 76.04 75.72 76.23
7-bit 76.16 75.12 76.14
6-bit 76.06 74.41 76.21
5-bit 75.89 73.82 75.70
4-bit 73.73 44.03 74.04
As shown in Figure 3, we vary the bitwidth of QU from
16-bit to 10-bit to test their performance over a wide range.
The results suggest compared to other optimizers, LNS-
Madam always maintains higher accuracy when precision
is severely limited. Notably, for BERT model on SQuAD
and GLUE benchmarks, LNS-Madam is 20% better than
Adam with respect to F-1 score, when the weight update
is in 10-bit. We observe large degradation for both LNS-
Madam and SGD on ImageNet training, and we believe
this is because the weights in some layers inevitably re-
quire higher precision settings during training. We leave it
as future work to explore LNS-Madam under a customized
precision setting.
5.3 Energy Efficiency Analysis
Finally, we analyze the energy efficiency of multi-base
LNS. We implemented datapath units in sub-16nm state-of-
the-art process technology using the methodology adopted
by the MAGNet DNN accelerator [19]. To align with the
bitwidth setting of LNS we used, the hardware implemen-
tation has two separate datapaths specialized for executing
different steps of neural network training. A datapath with
B = 8, γ = 8 is used to perform computations in the for-
ward pass, while a datapath with B = 5, γ = 1 is used for
the backward pass. Also, we consider an 8-bit fixed point
(INT8) datapath, a FP16 datapath, and a FP32 datapath
for the baseline. As shown in Table 2, LNS achieves 1.47x to 1.53x energy reduction over INT8,
more than 20x improvements over FP16, and more than 60x improvements over FP32. In Figure
1, we also show the energy costs over a range of GPT models. Given the energy results, we also
calculate expected carbon emissions using a method provided by Patterson et al. [1]. We describe our
calculation methods and present additional results in the appendix.
6 Related Works
Low-Precision Training. To achieve good accuracy at reduced precision, quantization-aware
training (QAT) is commonly applied to directly train the quantized model using straight-through
estimators [4, 20–23]. To accelerate the training phase, several studies suggest quantizing the gradients
during backward propagation [24, 10, 3]. To maintain the fidelity of the gradient accumulation, some
low-precision training methods assume a full-precision copy for weights during the weight update
[24, 5]. Other studies reduce the precision for the weight update by using high-precision gradient
accumulator [25], stochastic rounding [26, 3] or additionally quantizing the residual part of weights
[27, 28]. However, they mostly apply SGD or Adam during the weight update without considering
the relationship between the precision of the weights and the underlying learning algorithms.
Logarithmic Number System. Previous works demonstrate the effectiveness of using logarithmic
representation for DNNs [7, 29–31]. Furthermore, some studies suggest using multiple levels of
log-base to reduce the quantization error [7, 12]. However, few of them address the additional
computational cost induced by this multi-base design nor scale the system to state-of-the-art neural
networks for both training and inference. From the perspective of hardware design, a few studies
focus on improving the efficiency of LNS by utilizing the significant cost reduction of multiplications
[32–34, 30, 31].
Multiplicative Weight Update. Multiplicative algorithms, such as exponentiated gradient algo-
rithm and Hedge algorithm in AdaBoost framework [35, 36], have been well studied in the field of
machine learning. In general, multiplicative updates are applied to problems where the optimization
domain’s geometry is described by relative entropy, such as probability distribution [35]. Recently,
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[13] proposes an optimizer Madam that focuses on optimization domains described by any relative
distance measure instead of only relative entropy. Madam shows great performance in training
large-scale neural networks. However, Madam requires full-precision training without considering its
connection to LNS-based low-precision training.
7 Discussions and Broader Impacts
In this work, we propose an end-to-end low-precision training framework using multi-base LNS
and learning algorithm LNS-Madam. One of the most important applications of our low-precision
framework is learning neural networks over energy-constrained edge devices. This is fundamental
for intelligent edge devices to easily adapt to the changing and non-stationary environments by
learning on the device. Also, our work has positive societal outcomes for energy conservation and
environmental cleaning. Based on our energy analysis, our multi-base LNS reduces the carbon
emissions by 98% around for full training of ResNet-50 on ImageNet. This shows a promising
opportunity for using LNS-based hardware to conduct environmental-friendly deep learning research
in the future.
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A Quantization Error Analysis
Here we present proofs of theorems and lemmas presented in the main paper, as well as some
additional details of the empirical evaluations.
A.1 Proofs
Before presenting the proofs, we want to clarify the error definition and assumptions introduced in the
main paper. Previously, we claim that minimizing rt = ‖log2 |WUt+1| − log2 |Wt+1|‖2 is equivalent
to minimizing relative quantization error ‖(Wt+1 −WUt+1)/Wt+1‖2. To better understand it, we
transform the form of relative quantization error as follows:
‖(Wt+1 −WUt+1)/Wt+1‖2 = ‖(I −WUt+1)/Wt+1‖2
= ‖(I − |WUt+1)|/|Wt+1|‖2 (sign(WUt+1) = sign(Wt+1))
= ‖(I − 2log2 |WUt+1|−log2 |Wt+1|‖2 (transfer to base-2 logarithmic space)
This relaxation suggests that minimizing rt is equivalent to minimizing the relative quantization error.
We start to introduce the simplified logarithmic quantization we used for the analysis. The stochastic
rounding (SR) is defined as follows:
SR(x) =
{
bxc+ 1 for p ≤ x− bxc,
bxc otherwise, (8)
where p ∈ [0, 1] is generated by a uniform random number generator. SR makes sure the rounded
number is an unbiased estimate of its full-precision counterpart: E SR(x) = x, which is an important
property for the analysis.
Equipped with SR, we define the simplified logarithmic quantization function:
Qlog(x) = sign(x)× 2x̃/γ , (9)
where x̃ = SR( log2 |x| × γ). We ignore the scale factor and the clamping function to ensure our
focus is on the effect of the quantization gap instead of the dynamic range.
Before proving our main results, we want to introduce an important proposition that describes the
error introduced by stochastic rounding.
Proposition 1. For any vector x, the quantization error introduced by stochastic rounding r =




where d is the dimension of x.
Proof. Let ri denotes the ith element of r and let qi = xi − bxic. ri can be represented as follows:
ri =
{
bxic+ 1− xi for p ≤ xi − bxic,
bxic − xi otherwise,
=
{
−qi + 1 for p ≤ qi,
−qi otherwise.
ri can be bounded by expectation, as:
E r2i ≤ (−qi + 1)2qi + (−qi)2(1− qi)
= qi(1− qi)
≤ min{qi, 1− qi}
= min{xi − bxic, 1− xi + bxic}
≤ |xi|.
Therefore, by summing over index i, we can get:




Now we start to prove Theorem 1 given UGD =W − η∇W .
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Theorem 1. The quantization error rt,GD introduced by logarithmic quantized gradient descent at





‖log2 (|Wt| − η1∇Wt)‖, (4)
where d is the dimension of W and η1 is the learning rate of UGD.
Proof.
E rt,GD = ‖log2 |Qlog(Wt − η1∇Wt)| − log2 |Wt − η1∇Wt |‖2. (11)
By replacing Qlog with Equation 9, we can get:
log2 |Qlog(Wt − η1∇Wt)| =
1
γ
SR(γ log2 |Wt − η1∇Wt |).




‖SR(γ log2 |Wt − η1∇Wt |)− γ log2 |Wt − η1∇Wt |‖2.
Given Proposition 1, we can upper bound the quantization error introduced by stochastic rounding:
‖SR(γ log2 |Wt − η1∇Wt |)− γ log2 |Wt − η1∇Wt |‖2 ≤
√
d ‖γ log2 |Wt − η1∇Wt |‖.










‖log2 |Wt − η1∇Wt |‖.
Given UMUL = sign(W ) 2W̃−η∇Wsign(W ), Theorem 2 follows a similar proof as Theorem 1.
Theorem 2. The quantization error rt,MUL introduced by logarithmic quantized multiplicative






where d is the dimension of W and η2 is the learning rate of UMUL.
Proof.
E rt,MUL = ‖log2 |Qlog(2W̃t−η2∇Wtsign(Wt))| − log2 |2W̃t−η2∇Wtsign(Wt)|‖2. (12)




SR(γ (W̃t − η2∇Wt  sign(Wt))).




‖SR(γ (W̃t − η2∇Wt  sign(Wt)))− γ (W̃t − η2∇Wt  sign(Wt))‖2.





‖SR(−γ η2∇Wt  sign(Wt)) + γ η2∇Wt  sign(Wt)‖2.











Lemma 1. Assume the multiplicative learning algorithm UMUL only receives the sign information















As shown in Figure 2, we evaluate empirical quantization errors from different learning algorithms
when training ResNet-50 on ImageNet. The quantization error is computed at each iteration by
‖log2 |WUt+1| − log2 |Wt+1|‖2. We run each experiment with a full epoch and average the quantiza-
tion error over iterations. When varying learning rate η, we fix the base factor γ as 210. We also fix η
as 2−6 when varying γ.
B Multi-Base LNS
B.1 Conversion Approximation











where signi = sign(ai)⊕ sign(bi).
To understand how we approximate the conversion, we first introduce how ordinary conversion is
computed in LNS. Let p̃iq and p̃ir be positive integers representing quotient and remainder of the
intermediate result p̃i/γ in Equation 13, and let vr = 2p̃ir/γ . Therefore,
2p̃i/γ = 2p̃i/γ = 2p̃iq+p̃ir/γ = 2p̃iq × 2p̃ir/γ
= (vr << p̃iq),
(14)
where << is left bit-shifting. This transformation enables fast conversion by applying efficient
bit-shifting over vr whose value is bounded by the remainder. The different constant values of
vr = 2
p̃ir/γ can be pre-computed and stored in a hardware look-up table (LUT), where the remainder
p̃ir is used to select the constant for vr. The quotient p̃iq then determines how far to shift the constant.
Furthermore, because γ = 2b, the least significant bits (LSB) of the exponent are the remainder and
the most significant bits (MSB) are the quotient. As the size of the LUT grows, the computational
overhead from conversion increases significantly. Typically, the LUT is required to contain 2b entries
for storing all possible values of vr, which can be a large overhead for large values of b.




= (1 + p̃ir/2
b). However, if vr is far away from zero or one, the approximation
error induced by Mitchell approximation will be significant. To alleviate this error, we propose a
hybrid approximation that trades off efficiency and approximation error. Specifically, we split pir
into pirM and pirL to represent the MSB and LSB of the remainder, respectively. LSB values 2 ˜pirL
are approximated using Mitchell approximation, and MSB values 2 ˜pirM are pre-computed and stored





b × 2 ˜pirL/2b
= (1 + ˜pirL/2
b)× 2 ˜pirM/2b ,
(15)
where pirM and pirL represent bm MSB and bl LSB bits of pir. This reduces the size of LUT to 2bm
entries. For efficient hardware implementation, we use 2bm registers to accumulate different partial
sum values and then multiply with constants from the LUT.
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Table 4: Benchmarking conversion approximation for multi-base LNS. Best prediction performance for each
task is highlighted.
LUT=1 LUT=2 LUT=4 LUT=8
CIFAR-10 92.58 92.54 92.68 93.43(Accuracy)
ImageNet 75.80 75.85 75.94 76.05(Accuracy)
SQuAD 87.57 87.11 88.00 87.82(F-1)
GLUE 84.89 85.48 86.93 88.15(F-1)
Energy Cost 12.29 14.71 17.24 19.02(fJ / op)
B.2 Approximation-Aware Training
We demonstrate that the approximation error induced by the conversion approximation does not
affect the overall accuracy significantly. The deterministic approximators can be viewed as additional
non-linear layers in networks, and thus they can be learned during training. Because this process
is similar to quantization-aware training, we denote it as approximation-aware training. To verify
our hypothesis, we simulate the proposed conversion approximation in LNS. The approximators are
only applied to the forward propagation to allow approximation-aware training. After training, an
approximated model can also be deployed for fast inference. With 8-bit and base factor γ = 8, we
evaluate the approximation setting from LUT = 1 to LUT = 8. We use the BERT-base model for
SQuAD and GLUE in this experiment, and we also report the energy cost per operation for each
approximation setting. As shown in Table 4, the approximated networks achieve almost no loss of
accuracy while reducing energy cost by 35% maximally.
B.3 Energy Analysis
Logarithmic datapath was coded in C++ and synthesized using a commercial HLS tool to map
untimed C++ code to cycle-accurate RTL [37]. Once the RTL is generated, a standard logic synthesis
flow is used to obtain gate-level netlist and estimate area. To evaluate energy consumption, standard
power analysis tools use gate-level simulation results from post-synthesis netlist. We perform our
analysis in a sub-16nm state-of-the-art process technology. Table 5 shows the design tools used in the
evaluation.
Table 5: Experimental Setup
Design Tools
HLS Compiler Mentor Graphics Catapult HLS
Verilog simulator Synopsys VCS
Logic synthesis Synopsys Design Compiler Graphical
Power Analysis Synopsys PT-PX
C Experiments
C.1 End-To-End Hardware Simulation System
We simulate multi-base LNS using a Pytorch-based neural network quantization library that im-
plements a set of common neural network layers (e.g., convolution, fully-connected) for training
and inference in both full and quantized modes [38]. The library supports integer quantization in
fixed-point number system originally, and we further extend it to support logarithmic number system
as well. The library also provides utilities for scaling values to the representable integer range of the
specific number format.
With this library, a typical quantized layer consists of a conventional layer implemented in floating-
point preceded by a weight quantizer and an input quantizer that convert the weights and inputs of
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the layer to the desired quantized format. For the backward pass, after the gradients pass through the
STE in each quantizer, they will also be quantized by Qlog.
We run the experiments using our internal computing cluster equipped with 8 V100 Tensor Core
GPUs for each instance [39].
C.2 Datasets and Models
ResNet Models We use residual networks for benchmarks on image datasets [40]. We quantize all
fully-connected and convolutional layers in ResNet, including both forward and backward propagation.
Besides, we leave batch-norm layers at full-precision for simplicity. SGD optimizer is applied by
default with its standard learning rate schedule.
BERT Models We perform quantization on pre-trained BERT models for language fine-tuning
tasks. BERT models are the state-of-the-art language representation models which include 110M
parameters in the BERT-base model and 320M parameters in the BERT-large model [41]. We quantize
all GEMM operations for both models, which consist of 99% of all parameters. AdamW optimizer is
applied by default.
CIFAR-10 We use ResNet-18 to evaluate different quantization settings on CIFAR-10 dataset [42].
CIFAR-10 consists of 60,000 images in 10 different classes. The network is trained for 300 epochs,
and we use a fixed learning rate decay schedule that decayed every 100 epochs. Besides, we use a
tuned SGD optimizer by default, where the initial learning rate is 0.1, weight decay is 0.0001, and
momentum is 0.9.
ImageNet The ILSVRC2012 ImageNet dataset consists of 1.2 million images belonging to 1,000
classes [43]. We use Resnet-50 as the base model, and the network is trained for 90 epochs for all
settings. Similarly, we use a tuned SGD optimizer with a learning rate warmup by default, where the
configuration is the same as the one in the CIFAR-10 experiment. For LNS-Madam optimizer, as
mentioned in previous studies, multiplicative learning algorithms may enjoy a weight initialization
different from the standard practice. Therefore, on the ImageNet benchmark, we use SGD as a
warm-up for the first 10 epochs to mitigate this initialization effect.
SQuAD The Stanford Question Answering Dataset (SQuAD v1.1) is a collection of 100k crowd-
sourced question/answer pairs [44]. We evaluate our framework on SQuAD and use the generic
pre-trained BERT and BERT-large models for the fine-tuning ([41]). The maximum sequence length
and document stride are also set to be 384 and 128, respectively. We fine-tune the network for 2
epochs and use a tuned AdamW optimizer by default, where its learning rate starts from 0.00003.
GLUE The General Language Understanding Evaluation (GLUE) benchmark is a collection of
diverse natural language understanding tasks [45]. We use a pre-processing setting similar to the
setting for SQuAD and fine-tunes using both BERT-base and BERT-large models for 2 epochs.
AdamW optimizer is applied by default, where its initial learning rate is 0.00002.
C.3 Base Factor Selection
As mentioned earlier, to find an appropriate combination of bitwidth B and base factor γ, we design
an efficient searching strategy that first finds a desired dynamic range and then tests different γ to
find a minimal required quantization gap. Specifically, our strategy first decides an appropriate log
dynamic range: (0, (2B−1 − 1)/γ) and then varies the combinations of base factor and bitwidth
within the range.
As shown in Table 6, we fix the bitwidth as 8-bit and vary the base factor γ to find the appropriate
dynamic ranges for forward and backward quantization. According to the results, we find a dynamic
range around (0, 32) that uniformly works across QW,QA,QE, and QG.
This dynamic range determines O(M) combinations of base factor and bitwidth where M is the
number of bitwidth settings considered. In this case, we only need to verify O(M) combinations
to find the best one, which is more computationally efficient. For example, the first two columns in
Table 7 show some combinations we considered varying from 8-bit to 5-bit. After evaluating our
framework over a wide range of learning tasks, we identify the best setting that uniformly works
well, where 5-bit with γ = 1 is applied for activation gradients QE. Given the fixed 8-bit setting for
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QW,QA, and QG as we mentioned in Section 5.1, we apply γ = 8 for them to match their dynamic
range requirements.
We do note that LNS could train networks with a bitwidth setting lower than 8-bit. As shown in Table
7, LNS with a unified 5-bit setting could achieve almost no loss of accuracy. However, we do find the
accuracy degradation for BERT fine-tuning tasks under the unified 5-bit setting. This suggests a more
fine-grained scaling technique or a higher bitwidth setting is needed for the forward quantization
under LNS. Because we focus on quantizing gradients in this work, we rule out the effects of the
ultra-low forward quantization by fixing their bitwidth as 8-bit uniformly. From the perspective of
energy efficiency, the conversion approximation can be applied for the forward quantization with
γ = 8 seamlessly to improve the efficiency for both training and inference.
Table 6: Base Factor Selection. We fix the bitwidth as 8-bit and vary the base factor γ from 1 to 32. Quant
Forward or Quant Backward denotes the settings where either forward propagation or backward propagation is
quantized while leaving the rest of computation in full-precision. The results of test accuracy (%) are shown
below.
Base Factor γ Log Dynamic Range Quant Forward Quant Backward
1 (0,127) NaN NaN
2 (0,63.5) 75.81 75.79
4 (0,31.8) 75.96 76.07
8 (0,15.9) 75.88 76.23
16 (0,7.9) 76.32 63.67
32 (0,4.0) 68.15 20.71
Table 7: Unified bitwidth setting for BW , BA and BE on ImageNet. The combinations of B and γ follow a
fixed log dynamic range selected in Table 6. We compare LNS and INT with different scaling techniques. The
results of test accuracy (%) are shown below.
Bitwidth B Base Factor γ LNS (per-vector) LNS (per-layer) INT (per-vector) INT (per-layer)
8-bit 8 76.05 75.96 75.69 75.30
7-bit 4 76.10 76.24 75.01 72.65
6-bit 2 75.83 75.83 74.25 65.20
5-bit 1 75.55 75.13 73.59 43.97
C.4 Scaling Techniques
To study the effects of different scaling techniques, we compare per-vector scaling with a simple
per-layer scaling over a range of bitwidth settings. The results are shown in Table 7. Because LNS
naturally enjoys a higher dynamic range, LNS performs much better than INT when the bitwidth is
strongly limited. When applying per-vector scaling with a default vector size of 16, every setting gets
improved compared to its per-layer counterpart.
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